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INTRODUCTION
Today’s systems for digital identity frustrate people, businesses, civil society and governments. This
report outlines at three phased, systems leadership approach, that the federal government can use to
catalyze transformational change in identity systems. At this critical time the government cannot avoid its
responsibility to ensure that these systems actually work as well as possible and improve based on what
can be learned from their use. As they are functioning today these systems are vectors of cybersecurity
vulnerability. In addition the Homeland Security Enterprise depends on a smooth functioning scalable set
of identity management and privacy systems. The government must nurture change to help the systems
we all interact with daily become more efficient and more secure.
There is no single "answer" to solve the challenge of identity, there are only processes that can support
paths to get there. Starting with a pre-determined outcome will guarantee failure. While one can't have a
pre-determined outcome, one can start with a clear intention, such as, The evolving system will work
better for everyone. Precise clarity about potential solutions and helpful actions the government can take
within the communities of diverse stakeholders will only come with time, after the cultivation of strong
networked relationships with and amongst stakeholders.
There is a significant opportunity to foster positive change based on "Systems Leadership”. An article in
the Stanford Social Innovation Review, The Dawn of System Leadership, co-authored by Peter Senge
articulates three core capabilities that systems leaders must develop in order to foster collective
leadership. The author found this article after the report was basically complete and discovered that the
three core capabilities it outlines map directly to the phases of this report. The first is the ability to see the
larger system. The second involves fostering reflection and generative conversations. The third centers
on shifting the collective focus from reactive problem solving to co-creating the future.
If one starts with a small yet diverse representative group and then nurtures a community of stakeholders
who understand each other and are motivated to work together by shared concern about the issues and
challenges, the effort is likely to succeed. So the way in which the government seeks to catalyze change
in this field is important. This is both because of the broad scope of identity which affects literally
everything and the sensitivity of the general public to government involvement in identity systems.
The short version of this report contains the broad outlines how a government agency can lead a three
phased approach involving people and building relationships and the processes and methods that can
be used in each phase. The l full version of this report goes into much more detail on the specifics.
Before getting to the description of each of the phases, the report provides a review of complex systems
and the reasons why identity itself is complex.
Phase One focuses on primarily on Naming and Reframing the challenges while identifying and inviting
stakeholders to participate. As it progresses stakeholders develop a series of field guides of key
concepts to better understand the system. By the end of this Phase a core stakeholder group will have
formed and will be aligned around the challenges/issues and steps needed to proceed to Phase Two.
Phase Two focuses on more intensive community building amongst stakeholder communities while they
work together to figure out how the systems work today and begin exploring visions/possibilities of how it
could work in the future. This would include clarifying
• What key elements are missing?
• What do people really care about relative to privacy implications of the actual available technology options?
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• What do businesses need to support confidence in documents (physical and digital)?
• What regulations might need changes or updates to support new digital systems?
• What new laws would help create and enhance the functioning of the overall identity system and protect all of its
stakeholders?

There are a lot of challenging questions and a wide range of stakeholder's who hold different
perspectives and world views. Phase Two offers multiple suggested Mapping methods and related
processes for gaining collective insight and taking collective action. This Phase will build collective will for
joint stakeholder action to work together in improving the system.
Phase Three focuses on intensive collaborative action to catalyze system changes and co-create the
future. It builds on Phase Two and many of the collective action methods will be appropriate to do the
work of this phase. The Conclusion gives an overview of the document, shares research questions that
arise from it and recommends initial steps to begin implementing the vision outlined in this report.
The original version of this report was over 100 pages. With extensive editing it has been streamlined and
core information resources about specific methods and processes can now be found in the
accompanying Resource Guide. This is a visual representation of the three phases.
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IDENTITY AND SYSTEMS
Identity operates on multiple scales. One perspective from systems science is that identity is an emergent property
that it comes about because constituent parts come together and form something new that has its own identity. We
humans, organisms, are made of organs, and these organs are made of cells and these cells are made up of
organelles. Each possesses an identity that arises from the emergent properties of the parts at the level below.
Additional complexity emerges when we scale up from individual humans to groups and organizations and then
whole societies that each have identities.
Identity creates many dilemmas and paradoxes. We each have only one physical body but may choose to present
very differently in different contexts, and thus have more than one identity or persona. We also may have legitimate
reasons to present very differently in different online contexts. How do we maintain the freedom to present
differently in different contexts and not have all-our-identities be merged in to ONE without our consent?
Most digital systems require active management of multiple distinct digital identities - the person entities employees, customers, contractors, partners, collaborators, and the non-person entities – IoT devices, inventory,
resources, and currencies. Identity management happens both in the realm of the virtual with bits and in the realm
of the physical with atoms. There has been much talk of late about integrated cyber-physical systems. Identity
management is at the core of these systems.
It is important to remember that identity is a process more than a thing, even though Identity Management often
seems like it is about managing "identity cards" or attributes or identifiers. How those identity related artifacts are
generated, replicated, shared and flow within our organizational systems and how they support individual human
beings interacting with organizations to live their lives (as citizens, as customers, as volunteers, as members of a
peer community) or function in roles in organizations (employees) are all processes.
We also have to consider how identity operates within the individual (who am I?) and also how it operates within a
mass society (who are we?) and even on a higher level than that of the collective "we" of all the groups in our
nation and beyond). Individual humans have not had a major operating systems upgrade for over 100,000 years
and our heuristics are designed to serve us in small groups living in nature. We now live in a hyper-connected world
with over 7 billion people and have created very complex mass societies that are able to function in part because of
how identity systems are constructed and how identity is presented and used in those systems.
To wrap our heads around the complexity we have to have a
systems focus and use process tools specifically designed to
sense-make (make sense of) systems. From there we need
to use methods that are effective in working within systems
to change and evolve them.
Models, maps and frameworks help us understand the
world. They give us ways to divide the world up and think
about it in smaller parts. I am presenting three that provide
ways for thinking about complexity and contextualize
everything that follows in this report.

The Cynefin Framework
The Cynefin (pronounced ku-nev-in) Framework was
developed by David Snowden and Cynthia Kurtz at IBM. Its
purpose is to enable leaders and communities to sort issues
by understanding their context and thus know how to
proceed in addressing the issues. The model has four
domains Simple, Complicated, Complex and Chaotic. One
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side of the model is ordered (Simple and Complicated), the other unordered (Complex and Chaotic).
"Complex and chaotic contexts are unordered – there is no immediately apparent relationship between cause and
effect, and the way forward is determined based on emerging patterns. The ordered world is the world of factbased management; the unordered world represents pattern-based management."1
Within the complex domain one must probe the system, sense what is going on within it and then respond.
Effectiveness in this domain requires a continuous cycle of feedback to help guide the ongoing responses. The
relationships between cause and effect are not obvious and may be changing dynamically so it requires rapid
responsiveness. Because of this need for responsiveness, one must build the capacity "listen to" feedback loops.
The feedback is embedded in a network of relationships between people and organizations within the system. An
awareness of this relationship fabric is essential for creating a responsive system. This is one reason that this report
places such an emphasis on community management, engaging stakeholders in collaborative sense-making.
Leadership within a complex system is based on patterns that emerge within the system - sensing and responding
to them rather than having pre-determined outcome.. System leaders need to create an ability to see/sense
emergent patterns and support them by increasing the level of interaction and communication in the system. This
report is focused on very specific and practical ways to do this with the ultimate goal of creating coherence,
resonant action and alignment across a very diverse range government, civil society and commercial actors and
taking account of the needs of a diverse range of stakeholders, inclusive of the American people as a whole. In a
Harvard Business Review paper outlining the Cynefin framework, David Snowden and Mary Boone specifically state
that a leader's job within the complex domain is to "Use methods that can help generate ideas: Open up
discussion (as through large group methods); set barriers; stimulate attractors; encourage dissent and diversity; and
manage starting conditions and monitor for emergence”2

Action Spectrum
The Action Spectrum developed by Jean Russell provides a
complementary framework for thinking about action. It lays
out three types of action any individual or organization can
take to affect change at different levels of a system. One can
take action at each level. The outcome is less clear and
certain as one moves along the spectrum. At the same time
the scope of effect is larger as one moves from Control
towards Nurturing.
Control Actions work on simple systems and where
predictable consequences of actions are likely.
Guiding Actions are for both complicated and complex
systems (in the Cynefin framework). They involve more parties
and more complex results. When working with guiding
actions it may not be clear at the very beginning what is necessary to achieve the ultimate desired outcome. So in
order to achieve a goal that requires guiding action the system itself must be learning. Learning occurs via feedback
loops (via relationships and sense making processes) that must be cultivated so those in leadership can understand
how the guidance is working and how to adjust it.

1
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Nurture Actions are for complex domain of the Cynefin framework. This domain is called complex adaptive
systems [CAS] in management literature. One is operating with probability not causality - this is why in the Cynefin
framework leaders "probe" - sense what happens and then respond - take more action one way or another. To
work well this approach requires adaptive learning. The meaning arriving through the feedback loops will not always
be obvious. One must iterate and watch for patterns because the system is not predictable (but it is observable).
Probing and interacting is done via relationships (people to people connections). To be successful this action must
be nurturing.
Collective sense making is critical, usually fun and interesting for individuals, provides valuable information to the
organizations they work for, and builds overall coherence across multiple stakeholders in the system and for those
working together to take action to shape the future.

Complex Adaptive Systems
The field of Complex Adaptive Systems has developed an extensive literature within management science that
applies to the challenge of identity.
Complex Adaptive Systems, as defined by McDaniel, are characterized by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Diverse agents that learn,
That interact with each other in nonlinear ways, and therefore,
Self-organize,
Have emergent properties and
Co-evolve with the environment.

1) Diverse Agents Learn.
In identity systems, the diverse agents are all the different actors who have identities (all people, most electronic
things) and the organizations that they interact with – each of which has their own identity. "No single agent in this
systems knows what is happening in the system as a whole but each agent pays attention to its local environment,
responding primarily to other agents in its locality"3 .
2) Interact with each other in nonlinear ways.
In Non-Linear systems inputs are not proportional to outputs and small efforts to change systems can lead to large
effects, while large efforts my result in little or no change. A small tweak in government regulations around Know
Your Customer or Anti-Money Laundering regulations could have a large effect or not much at all. In the
development of the credit card industry the law that limited cardholder liability to $50 enabled widespread
consumer adoption. There have been attempts to create large change in identity systems that have had little or no
effect. For example when the UK government tried to create a scheme for issuing identity cards to all citizens it was
rejected by those citizens. Phase Two emphasizes system mapping efforts. The purpose of this phase is to gain
insight into where one might be able to implement small changes that could move through the overall system and
have large scale positive effects.
3) Self-organize.
Self-organization happens when agents within a system (with sufficient information about the other agents) connect
and are able to organize new activity together. Self-organizing happens in systems that involve human and
organizational agents. It can be catalyzed via information sharing and proactive community management. All three
phases have varying emphasis on information flow and community management. Each phase is designed to
support the emergence of self-organizing more rapidly than would happen when left to chance.

3
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4) Have emergent properties.
Emergence is the development of novel and coherent patterns and properties during the process of selforganization. These new patterns and properties are more than the sum of their parts. One can't predict emergence
but one can work on creating the conditions for new and novel patterns to emerge with good information sharing
and community management practices as well process tools that support emergence amongst stakeholders.
Appreciative Inquiry for example invites members of a system/network to interview one another and learn what is
working in a system. It can support the diffusion of positive/effective practices throughout a network. Tools such as
Open Space Technology (used at the Internet Identity Workshop) allow a diverse range of stakeholders to come
together around a calling question or challenge. With these methods, answers and new directions will emerge from
the process. Conditions for emergence are cultivated not forced.
5) Co-evolve with the environment.
Co-evolution is the process by which the agents acting together via self-organizing emergence actually affect the
environment they are in. This report seeks to support the development of a learning system that can sense what is
happening and adapt so that the systems respond to an environment that is also changing as a result of their
actions.
Keystone social systems include health, education, finance, energy production, food production, transportation and
governance systems4 . All of these industries and social systems are struggling with identity. Many of them are within
the domain of DHS's focus on Critical Infrastructure and the Homeland Security Industry.

Identity is critical.
Identity is complex.
Systems for Identity Management are complex
and themselves are within complex adaptive systems.

4
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PHASE ONE: SEE THE LARGER SYSTEM
There are three initial core activities in Phase One.

Naming the Issue(s)
Identifying and Engaging Stakeholders
Re-Framing the Issue
The government leadership initiating the change effort must publish its Naming of the issue. As the issue
is published the government must have already identified stakeholders to invite to a process of ReFraming the issue. The purpose of these activities is to support the stakeholders engagement and coownership of defining the issue(s) (Phase One) and co-leadership in working together first to more deeply
understand the issues(s) (in Phase Two) and finally co-creation in working to solve the challenges
underlying the issues (Phase Three).
To be able to successfully reframe issues together proactive work must be put into developing a shared
vocabulary. One path to do this is the development of some simple field guides.
It is worth noting that to some stakeholders the steps involved in this phase may be perceived as “not
doing anything”; however, Phase Two activities will fail if there is insufficient community, trust and shared
vocabulary so activities in Phase One are designed to cultivate these essentials. If these qualities are not
present within the stakeholder community because core Phase One activities, naming, inviting
stakeholders and reframing are not taken seriously the overall effort is likely to fail. One can design
effective Phase One activities that will engage most stakeholders and create a sense that they are
“doing something”.
During Phase One the government must cultivate a core group of (active) stakeholders (broadly
representative of the overall stakeholder community) who will be both co-holders of the initial effort with
the government and sounding boards for the ongoing effort. In addition they will be active in co-defining
and co-creating Phase Two activities and be active in listening to and sensing the evolution of the project.
In Phase One self-reflective and sense-making practices begin, including sharing who is involved as
stakeholder. Together these activities begin creating a collective picture of the nature of the issue,
starting with the development of a field guide to understand identity systems in the wild. These practices
set the stage for Phase Two efforts to perform deeper mapping of the issues, in order to understand how
the current systems function, and to envisioning how the system could function in the future in ways that
are on balance win-win's for the stakeholder community.

Naming
Naming is a step that involves identification and framing of the problem. To date when the US
Government has, both with identity and cybersecurity issues more broadly, been successful in doing
Naming. The government can draw on its prior work in this area.
As part of this initial Naming step it might be that there is an effort to research mostly by active listening to
the people who have been working on identity challenges across a range of industries and from a range
of perspectives.
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This approach could identify, for example, a Top-5 or Top-10 list of challenges relative to specific Identity
and Access Management Challenges, Personal Data Management Challenges and Privacy Challenges
faced by:
Governments: Federal agencies, state and tribal governments, cities
Sectors: Healthcare, Education, Finance, Industry (particularly those in critical infrastructure)
Demographic groups: based on the official census or defined for these conversations
Individuals in a particular lifecycle phase or situation (children, elders, etc.). (See the Who are the
stakeholder section for a longer list.)
This approach may be more effective than just naming any single problem, which can be overwhelmingly
large and nonspecific. This type of praxis (practice and research), if it was properly done, could be key in
building up a stakeholder community (both novel and known) who will be willing to work together to
understand the challenges more deeply (Phase One and Two) and be willing and able to work together in
Phase Three to solve them.
•
•
•
•

If there is a whole range of well-outlined problems (dozens of top 10 lists for different groups/categories/
industries), it would be apparent that there are some challenges that are common and faced by many.
This collective insight into what shared challenges are could support stakeholders having the will to
transcend their differences and work together to solve the problems.
A similar but different approach might be to just list the top 100 challenges over all within the remit of
Homeland Security Enterprise. The Singapore Government's list of 100 challenges in Fin Tech is an
example of this approach.
Using any of these approaches: naming one single challenge or issue, having a several Top 10 lists,
creating Top 100 list. . . after one has named the challenge or challenges, one can't just plow ahead
and start solving it? Not quite: first one needs to Re-Frame.

Naming Isn't Enough
Let's consider this hypothetical situation: There is a well-written document and some complementary
media naming the overall problem of Identity from multiple different perspectives. It is distributed to
known industry stakeholders, and they respond positively.
Government Worker: The work is done, right? We have succeeded in getting the challenged named!Yes?
Systems Shaper: Yes, and there is another step before moving ahead.
Government Worker: We named it, right? And people liked it from across the stakeholder groups, so we
can just move on with taking action: implementing well thought out plans that solve the problem we laid out.
We can just start doing stuff to solve the problem we named, right?
Systems Shaper: There are a lot of steps before being able to take action to solve the problem when dealing
with complex adaptive systems.
Government Worker: Oh? Really? Can't we just take action so we are doing something?
Systems Shaper: Nope. If we do that we leave behind many stakeholders, and those that come along might
be coming to solve a address a different issue then we expect.
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Re-Framing with Stakeholders
The purpose of Re-Framing is to check in with the range of stakeholders who need to be actively
involved in addressing the challenge and see what they think is communicated in the Naming phase. The
time taken to re-engage with "the issue" means that those who participate in this process actually have
co-ownership in the new articulation of the issue and thus have a stake in working together with those
who they co-own the issues they named and co-invested in sharing success on working to solving the
challenges presented by it together.
If the government chooses to go down the path of naming a several top ten lists experienced by different
industries and populations. Part of the Re-framing process can be to make sure different industries read
each others list and see if they understand them. This process supports mutual learning and sense
making across industry/perspectives that the areas where there is a lot of shared challenges would be
identified.
The work that goes into re-framing when successful (and it is with careful planning easy to support it
being successful). Can build momentum and grow trust (ability to struggle through difficulty/
disagreement) for working together on the next phases of the effort.

Developing Shared Vocabulary amongst Stakeholders
To successfully re-frame the issue with stakeholders will require the proactive work to develop a
vocabulary amongst stakeholders to enable them to speak with one another. In new contexts and
settings, where new groups are coming together to do new things the first think that has to be done is
finding common language to talk together.
When designing the stakeholder interactions in Phase One, for each interaction there is an underlying
goal of supporting stakeholders in engaging with each other around the topics at hand. In those
discussions they will encounter words they don't necessarily know.
It is critical that the culture in this early phase is one in which people are encouraged to ask clarifying
questions design to gain understanding of each other. The development of shared understanding
enables them to decipher what each other means. In time, as an organic part of the process, a common
vocabulary will emerge. The community managers and sense making team will also have a role in
supporting emergence. It is not something that can be planned in a command-and-control way, with
precise timelines. It can, however, be nurtured.
It is likely that the process will not be completed by the start of Phase Two. That is ok; however, until
there is a sense amongst the core stakeholder group that they understand each other and that they can
pass the squirm test (described at the end of Phase One), there is no point to going ahead because there
won't be a strong enough community with mutual trust.
This is a powerful excerpt from Eugene Kim's blog about two experiences from technical community
participants (including Drummond Reed from the user-centric identity community) that paints a clear
picture of the importance of time for, and the proactive cultivation of, shared language:
Drummond Reed wrote about the Identity Rights Agreements session at last month's Internet
Identity Workshop. While the outcome was fruitful, Drummond wrote, "The biggest frustration was
that after an hour and fifteen minutes we were just really getting started – we needed a good halfday on the subject." Jamie Dinkelaker told me a similar story last year in describing a gathering of
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OA gurus. The goal was to share knowledge and to advance the state of the art, but the
participants spent most of their time arguing over the definition of "services."
The problem in the first case was with expectations. The participants should have expected some
ramp-up time would be necessary to get started, because they needed to establish some shared
language. The problem in the second case was with process. The participants did not have an
effective strategy for developing shared language and thus, the latter ended up monopolizing the
whole workshop.
Shared language is a prerequisite to collaboration. Without shared language, people can't
collaborate. When a group tries to collaborate without having shared language, the group will try to
create it. The creation process is often frustrating and painful, and as a result, people sometimes try
to skip this step or belittle the process. When designing collaborative spaces --- both online and
face-to-face --- you have to build in time and space for developing shared language.
If you examine every good collaborative, face-to-face process for large groups, you will find that all
of them generally recommend a minimum of three days. I haven't found a rigorous explanation for
why this amount of time works so well, but I can certainly speculate. Much of it has to do with
building in enough time to develop shared language.
The first day should be about developing shared language; MGTaylor calls it the "Scan" day. Phil
Windley calls it the "butt-sniffing" day. Regardless of what you call it, you need to plan for it. It's
going to happen whether you like it or not. The question is whether or not it will happen while
leaving time for action.
There are two myths regarding how you create shared language. The first is that "shared" is
equivalent to "same." Shared language means that you understand how others around you are
using terminology. Some level of sameness is obviously useful, but when you're dealing with
something relatively complex, sameness is both impossible and undesirable. - Developing Shared
Language, June 9, 2006, Eugene Kim's Blog5
Developing shared language is a messy problem, because communication is a messy process. A
good collaborative process recognizes this messiness and factors it in. - Shared Language defined
on Eugene's Blue Oxen Wiki6
For this effort the author suggests the development of a field guide that helps various sub-communities
amongst stakeholders understand each other’s perspectives is a good activity to support the beginning
Phase Two efforts to understand the ecosystem. This is covered more later in the report but it can be
said here as well. The creation of shared understanding and the emergence of shared vocabulary is a
social process NOT an exercise in dictionary creation.

5
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Understanding Stakeholders
Many government documents seeking to address large system level challenges talk about “stakeholders”
and “stakeholder engagement” and aspire to involve them but few if any go into much detail about what
the term means or what successful engagement looks like. For this reason these sections on
stakeholders are the longest in the document
The government has a particularly powerful and special role in convening, the invitation of stakeholders to
the table to deal with issues that no one company and no one sector can solve alone. It has a profound
responsibility to use this power wisely; and if it does it so well. it will support the emergence of solutions.
The number of potential stakeholders for systems of digital identity online stretches to literally everyone
who uses networks systems. Now that there are five billion phones on the planet, this is fast approaching
every person on the planet.

Looking at the Past to Consider the Future
There is a dark history of identity systems and how they can be used by oppressive governments to
control people. IBM and the Holocaust documents this history from Nazi Germany. This past makes
certain groups even more sensitive to how digital identity systems are used (Jews, disabled people,
members of the LGBTQ community among others). With digital
identity systems, the details matter - how information moves, where it It is up to those leading this effort
to be inclusive. The leadership has
is stored, who is in control, what rights and privileges exist, and how
these are managed by both the technical infrastructure and by policy. to figure out how to invite in, how
to listen and how to incorporate
The freedom to participate in cyberspace with anonymous or
what these types of groups
pseudonymous identifiers that enable people to transcend or setrepresenting diverse regular
aside real world identity is a key freedom. This freedom must be
people looks like.
maintained even as more systems-level accountability is developed.
There is a huge diversity of life experience among the world population. The vast majority of people are
not privileged in one or more aspects of life. Because of their need to protect their identity, the freedom to
participate in cyberspace with anonymous and pseudonymous identifiers that enable them to transcend
or set aside "real world identity" is a key freedom. It must be maintained even as more systems-level
accountability is developed.

Types of Stakeholders
Potential stakeholders need to be aware of the network or community that is forming to be able to
participate in addressing it. So research must be done up front before Naming happens to be able to
invite them to engage them in a Re-Framing process.

Known and Self-Identified Stakeholders
Those who already see themselves as stakeholders in identity and privacy are known and self-identified
stakeholders. The ecosystem map effort that DHS S&T serves as the basis of this invitation, inclusion list.
A starting point for this category of stakeholder is various standards bodies, existing technology
companies, industry associations. and governments around the world. People who self-identify as
stakeholders but fall through the cracks of the initial identification and invitation steps must be able to
signal in some way that they see themselves as stakeholders. This can be accomplished by some sort of
online registration tool to allow stakeholders register their interest in involvement.
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Novel Stakeholders
It is vital to identify novel stakeholders, that is, groups and particular representatives that do not currently
see themselves as stakeholders in the areas of identity and privacy. To do this one must staff the effort
with community managers whose dedicated job it is to find and engage with these novel stakeholders to
recruit them into the process and to care about its results knowing that it will have an impact on their
constituency.
Who are these novel stakeholders? Examples might include representatives focused the needs of
disabled Americans, members of the LGBTQ community, various ethnic groups including AfricanAmerica, Asian-American, Hispanic-America, Native-American, etc. It should also actively include
representatives of religious faiths including Christian, Jewish, Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, Sikh and others. It
may seem unusual to name these groups specifically, so I want to highlight that one of the groups most
weary of identity systems and schemes are Christians, (70% of Americans self identify as Christian
according to a 2014 Survey by the Pew Forum) and there have been dozens of lawsuits by members of
this faith tradition against identity systems implemented in various context including school systems.
There are many types of people affected by “real names” policies The Resource Guide contains a list that
complements this list:
Lifecycle perspectives:
• Birth
• Adoption
• Childhood
• Teenager
• Foster child
• College Student or Young Adult
• Adulthood
• Partnership or Marriage
• Parenthood
• Retirement
• Dying
• Deah
Rights/needs of particular
constituencies:
• Women
• Domestic Violence Victims
• Ethnic Groups - African
American, Latino, Asian, Native
American,
• Mental Health and Physical
Disease Groups
• Religious Groups
• Disability (Physical and
Intellectual)

• Sexual Minorities
• People struggling Financially
Civil Society Groups
• Schools
• Sports Teams and other Civic
Leagues
• Trade Associations
• Technology Types (Smart Cards)
• Industry Sector (Hospitals,
• Environmental
• Social Service
Academic Researchers
• Sociologists
• Legal Scholars
• Computer Scientists
Advocacy Groups (they have trade
associations advocating for their
interests)
• Privacy Industries
• Banking
• Data Brokers
• Telecommunications
• Web Services (google, yahoo,
twitter)
• Internet Service Providers

• Cable
• Health Care
• Electric Utility
• Gas Utility
Sub-Sections of the Identity Industry
• Document Manufactures
• Election Registry Developers
• Smart Card Companies
• Transit Payment Systems
• Toll Collection Systems
• Divers Licence Manufactures
• Data Brokers
• Biometrics Systems Manufactures
• Logical Access Control Systems
Governments
• National, State, County, Municipal,
Neighborhood, Tribal
National and International Standards
Development Organizations
• Non-exhastive list - W3C, IETF,
OASIS, ISO, ITU-T, ITAC
International Nonprofit and
Government Organizations
• OECD, WEF
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Keys to Stakeholder Engagement
Community Managers
Who does the work of inviting, connecting, and nourishing multi-stakeholder communities?
Who tracks who shows up to events and whose participation is dropping off?
Who actively acknowledges the work of stakeholder contributors?
Who works to connect participants to one another who might learn from each other, help each other, or
collaborate?
The Community Manager has the job to cultivate and steward relationships with stakeholders. It is this
human and active engagement that will support stakeholders first becoming aware of the effort and
move along a spectrum of engagement to become active and hopefully passionately involved. The job of
each community manger is to cultivate relationships with the stakeholders, in order to:
Ensure they have what they need to participate
Know when opportunities exist to contribute
Understanding from each stakeholder the gifts that they want to contribute and share this with
the team designing the overall effort so that offers of contribution by stakeholders can be
leveraged.
• Know what stakeholders hope to get out of participation and share this with the team designing
gate overall effort.
Every stakeholder who is engaged in the effort has an assigned community manager. This is a
relationship-intensive effort and these positions need to be funded to support it succeeding. I think at
minimum you need one community manager per 200-300 stakeholders. Ideally there would be one
community manager for 100 stakeholders. Community Management happens in person, and online with
community sharing, connecting, commenting, and cross-pollination.
•
•
•

Invitation
The Invitations must be authentic. The first overture of invitation to an organization forms the basis of the
brand experience. People's opinion of the overall project will be shaped by the quality and nature of the
invitation. If they choose not to be engaged in the beginning rounds of the process that is ok. The cycle
of invitation to participate is an ongoing one.
All stakeholders should be able to signal to the ongoing effort how they wish to be engaged and what
their interest and capacity is to participate. This would look like being able to state via an online form
these types of things:
• Keep me up to date with a monthly or weekly newsletter
• Let me know when a group forms around issue X, or
• Let me know when you have a meeting in my physical geography I'll show up.

Coordinating Communication with Stakeholders
From the very inception of this effort communication is key. Good communication requires giving
attention to professionals who are skilled in this area. There needs to be a regular cadence of
communication, with newsletters, blog posts, and podcasts interviewing stakeholders. The goal is twofold: to support communication amongst stakeholders and communication to a wider public.
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Communication amongst stakeholders includes having different communication methods for stakeholder
engaging at different levels of intensity. So, a monthly newsletter and a weekly update because some will
want to read one but not the other. It is also necessary to communicate to the public the activities of the
effort and clear ways that those who are interested in participating can. This public communication will
likely involve various forms of social media.
Community Managers have the job of connecting and communicating to stakeholders directly and
cultivating a community. There is also a role for sense-making: summarizing meetings, synthesizing
information from meetings around the country. These summaries can then be distributed and shared with
both stakeholders and the wider public.

Understanding the Costs of Stakeholder Participation
Participation in any government-convened stakeholder effort has a cost, which must be considered when
designing the engagement. By costs go beyond money and include time, effort, attention and distance.
Different types of stakeholders will have different capacities to contribute and this is often relative to the
costs involved and their ability to spend what is needed to effectively contribute. A diversity of
participation levels/capacities must be designed for in order for the effort to be inclusive and increase its
public legitimacy.
If the process is designed in an open but the only meaningful path to engagement is high cost requiring
hours of attention per week and regular travel this will limit participation to industry stakeholders who are
paid by their employers to participate. In practice, the only industry stakeholders from enterprise and
identity focused product companies will participate.
Some civil rights and privacy groups have some paid staff time to dedicate to such efforts, but it is less
the major multi-national technology companies have. To get these types of groups to dedicate staff time
requires the effort of dedicated community managers and the development of a process that they trust.
Participants, such as regular citizens and small and medium-sized enterprises, that have limited time to
engage with these efforts and that will do so only on a purely volunteer basis. The avenues for their
participation need to be structured in ways that they can meaningfully contribute in limited amounts of
time without traveling far. One way to do this is with inclusion in local meetings distributed around the
country, and soliciting feedback of via surveys. Another way to invite participation from diverse groups
with limited capacity to engage in an ongoing way is to convene special sessions, such as focus groups,
for specific categories of stakeholder with a Participatory Narrative Inquiry approach to listen to what their
needs, issues and challenges are by hearing their stories. This approach would ensure that their needs
are heard and included but not require active ongoing participation in the stakeholder process.
One way to think about this challenge is to articulate how a stakeholder might actually contribute with
only 15 min a month? 1 hour a month? 1 hour a week? etc. Then to shape engaging activities that would
provide meaningful input and feedback to the effort. Here are some potential ones outlined
• 15 min a month, reading an e-mail with updates and answering a question or two after reading it.
• 1 hour a month, reading a longer document that is output from the process and competing giving
feedback, sharing it with enterprise, filling out a survey.
• 1 hour a week, tracking a theme or topic.
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People who contribute in small and meaningful ways must also be rewarded with community manager
love and feedback. They are not being paid, participation in this type of thing is not part of their day job.
They need to be paid in non-monetary ways so they feel their contribution was meaningful and received.
From the beginning of the process, the design of the stakeholder experience must be allow for the fact
that different stakeholders are have different abilities to participate.

Parallel Distributed Multi-Stakeholder Engagement
At this stage in the effort you have announced the naming of the issue and the intention to engage with a
wide range of stakeholders on re-framing. You have identified thousands of known and self-identified
stakeholders with proactive industry research and engagement. There has been also been several
months of active engagement to cultivate novel stakeholder participation within this first phase. Now the
question is how do you actually engage these people from all around the country in a low coat high
impact way?
You need to create a container for participants to engage with one another. William Isaacs from the MIT
Dialogue Project described it this way, "Just as the cauldron contains the energies of molten steel,
dialogue involves creating a container that can hold human energy so that it can be transformative rather
than destructive." Much of this report outlines how this goal can be achieved at the macro level of the
overall effort this section articulates it at the micro level of individual meetings.
The way you support the container forming is to have small meetings hosted around the country that all
happen in parallel. Contributions are scoped in a way that those participating in the meeting only need to
show up for the meeting time (a morning, an evening or an afternoon) (it requires no ongoing
commitment after the meeting). Although some pre-reading or watching of video might be involved, they
contribute into a well-structured activity. This method provides an opportunity for multidisciplinary, multiperspective teams based locally to work together and actually offer input that reflects the diversity of
interests and needs in a successful system.
Each local meeting needs to submit results to headquarters, and these results are made public. The
results are synthesized by a sense-making team that includes professionals who specialize in this type of
work (drawn from institutions like SRI, GBN, and IFTF) along with the federal government team, and
members of the core-stakeholder group.
The results of the synthesis are made public and shared with all the participants of the meetings. When
stakeholders who participated in the meetings read the results, they can see what they contributed within
the larger whole. The results will also help make clear if there is alignment amongst the broad range of
stakeholders or if another round of sense-making is needed before proceeding to Phase Two. It is likely
that at least two rounds of this parallel distributed multi-stakeholder engagement are needed to create
sufficient community, trust, and shared vocabulary.

Different Cultures of Stakeholder Participants
Thought needs to be given to forming the culture of the networked community of stakeholders. From the
very first time an organization is imagined by the people who are seeking to create it, it has a culture. It is
important to remember that different stakeholder communities themselves have very different cultures
and norms of interacting (within their own community and with larger organizations or networks). The
overall effort must make sure that different stakeholder communities feel welcome and that they
collaborate to form a common culture within the effort.
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An example of an issue that can surface within this type of effort is wide gulf between the norms of
standards creating technical communities and the culture of bureaucratic DC. The former engages with
ideas and code and "fight" a lot and the latter is conflict averse with a "speak nothing uncomfortable or
conflicting out loud" culture.
Finding common ground where the good parts of both types of cultures can thrive will be key. One
reason that creating maps together is a helpful middle ground is that it supports engagement around a
concrete thing but it isn't necessarily "The Final Product" our ultimate goal but a medium term co-created
sense making tool - the process of making the map and other artifacts are themselves trust building
amongst the stakeholders who see themselves co-creating the artifact.

Coordinating Communication with Stakeholders
From the very inception of this effort communication is key. Good communication requires giving
attention to professionals who are skilled in this area. There needs to be a regular cadence of
communication, with newsletters, blog posts, and podcasts interviewing stakeholders. The goal is twofold: to support communication amongst stakeholders and communication to a wider public.
Communication amongst stakeholders includes having different communication methods for stakeholder
engaging at different levels of intensity. So, a monthly newsletter and a weekly update because some will
want to read one but not the other. It is also necessary to communicate to the public the activities of the
effort and clear ways that those who are interested in participating can. This public communication will
likely involve various forms of social media.
Community Managers have the job of connecting and communicating to stakeholders directly and
cultivating a community. There is also a role for sense-making: summarizing meetings, synthesizing
information from meetings around the country. These summaries can then be distributed and shared with
both stakeholders and the wider public.

Reflecting Stakeholders to Themselves
Self-organizing is a key principle of life. This doesn't actually mean that it magically happens selforganization arises out of particular conditions that can be nurtured. To be able to organize in an
environment one first needs to understand the environment. In this case the environment means
information about who the other stakeholders are. There are several practices that can support selforganizing that need to be lead by the Community Management Team.

Who's Who
Have a map and listing of all the stakeholders and their interest. This is complemented with a Community
Manager whose job it is to connect with and encourage all the relevant stakeholders to engage with the
process.

Digital Cross Pollination
Supporting members of the stakeholder groups in learning more about one another is very important.
One way to do that is a weekly or semi-weekly podcast, perhaps increasing it to a frequency sufficient to
interview a wide range of known stakeholders.
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Meeting up at Industry Events
There should be a way for people who are actively working as stakeholders in this effort to find one
another offline. The Community Manager can use the list of conferences in all industries that are
significantly touched by this effort as a starting point to enable and encourage meet-ups amongst
professionals.
There will be a need early on in this effort to actually understand in detail how particular industries already
manage identity at a systems level. The banking industry, for example, has many systems and processes
focused on KYC & AML. It may be that the Government Team works with various industry groups to
engage their members to map out how things work at present along with creating maps that outline how
things could be in the future.

Face to Face Cross-Pollination
In order to encourage cross-pollination between industries, one could select a conference in a particular
city. Then the community manager can organize the professionals from within the conference to meet
with local interested professionals from a broader range of industries. This meeting could either be social
or in a business setting

Documenting the Sharing and Connecting
Learning about different perspectives from a range of stakeholders is interesting and informative. At this
stage in the process people from various industries need to connect with each other to engage with
those whose perspectives are different then their own. At this informal or business connecting,
socialization and learning happens, and community managers should support the documentation of the
learnings and highlights from these meetings.

Soliciting Input and Ideas via Social Media
There is also the opportunity, as part of the resource library, to have discussion guides that enable hourlong conversations amongst regular people who meet in their religious congregations, sports leagues,
knitting or model rocket clubs, etc. to share a vision of what they want. These could get answers to
questions posed by the effort such as what can't individuals do online now that they want to d? and that
some of the tools they have at their disposal can do?

Forming a Core Group of Stakeholders
The capstone of Phase One is the formation of a Core Stakeholder Group. The reason for this is so that
the prices scan be seen as something that is not just driven by the Federal government. This group
needs to be representative of the broad range of stakeholders and it is this group will be active in
determining when the goals of Phase One have been met and active in shaping Phase Two activities.
The goal of Phase One is to have the community of stakeholders successfully re-frame the issue and in
that process collectively own it the challenge and be ready to work together more in Phase Two to begin
to understand it.
As Phase Two activities unfold, the group is responsible for collective sense-making: understanding how
the current system functions and envisioning how the system could function in the future. Then the
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group, plays an active role in shaping the coordination of activities in Phase Three, actions being to be
taken by stakeholders to create that future functionality.
Who should be involved will likely emerge out of the broad engagement in Phase One: the group needs
to be balanced across the range of stakeholders. For example, you can't really have a balanced core
stakeholder group without participation the of civil-liberties and privacy-oriented groups. There are
several possible ways to create this balance, and it is important that the public considers it legitimate
range of stakeholders.

Importance of Public Legitimacy
For the effort to be successful it will be important for the it to have public legitimacy along the way. The
processes and how stakeholders are found and engaged in a broad and inclusive way should not be
underestimated. The public should feel that someone like them was involved in helping shape the end
result, so they feel like it could work for them. One way to do this is through a breath of stakeholders that
represent different groups; another is by getting feedback from panels of randomly selected citizens who
after engaging with the issue at hand contribute their opinion.
To re-iterate the challenge, it isn't the end results that matter; it is the process that matters. If
the public at large cannot see the work of a broad range of stakeholders whose interests they feel
represented by the end result will have legitimacy. If the process doesn't feel inclusive, then the end result
will likely not be trusted by the population.
Looking ahead to considering how identity systems and how they work in the future it is critical that the
leaders of this effort find meaningful ways to have disinterested citizens be involved. The British Columbia
Government, in its effort to ensure meaningful public engagement, included the public in a citizen's jury
to define forward looking policies of the system they were rolling out.

Measuring Success in Phase One
Phase One has three primary activities:
• Naming,
• Re-Framing,
• Stakeholder Invitation & Engagement
The key to doing this is building Community Management Team. A secondary activity is Sense-Making
(using some of the processes outlined in Phase Two) developing a shared vocabulary collecting
resources in a field guide and there is some Mapping.
By the end of Phase One, a core group of stakeholders should be clear and engaged, along with a broad
range of stakeholders, with some from every needed constituency. Each stakeholder should have an
assigned community manager and there should be regular and ongoing communication to everyone
about what is happening and how they can be involved if they would like to.
It will be key to the success of the overall effort if there is a way to measure success.
Shared understanding arises from shared language. When groups collaborate effectively together, a
recognizable pattern emerges for shared understanding. This means unifying a goal/mission/vision so
that the question "what are we trying to do" doesn't continually to come up. Within this pattern
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collaborators aren't in group-think but ideally agree about their disagreements and understand what they
are trying to accomplish.
Eugene Kim, along with some colleagues, created The Squirm Test7 to measure the level of shared
understanding in a group: The Squirm Test is performed on a group of people collaborating on
something together. You get all of the members of a group in a room, seated in a circle, and sitting on
their hands.The first person then stands up and spends a few minutes describing what the group is
working on and why. No one is allowed to respond except to ask a clarifying question.
When the first person is done, the second person stands up and does the same thing, articulating the
group's goals and motivations in his or her own words. Everyone in the circle speaks in turn.
You can measure the amount of Shared Understanding in the group by observing the amount of
squirming that happens during the process. The squirm test is qualitative as a repeatable, measurable
and visible to the whole group that does it.
This test might sound ridiculous; however, I think this type of creative sense-making about the level of
coherence within the core stakeholder group is useful. Without it the effort will be mired in
misunderstanding and cross talk.

Phase One: Summary
The Government Team - Names the Issue
The Government Team - Hires Key Personnel
• Industry Experts who map and research the stakeholder community
• Several Community Managers who will lead stakeholder engagement
• Sense Making Professionals - whose job it is to synthesize and make sense of the activity happening
within industry
• A Librarian to help organize all the products of the Community and organize existing industry
resources to be accessible by all stakeholders
• Writers to publish regular newsletters and updates to keep stakeholders informed
The Government Team with its Staﬀ
• Organizes parallel distributed meetings for reframing and developing inter-stakeholder dialogue to
understand the issue
• Supports the emergence of a core stakeholder group broadly representative of the range of
stakeholders, to be active in the co-leadership and co-creation of the effort going forward into Phase
Two
• Supports stakeholders ability to know more about each other and connect across the effort
The Government Team and Core Stakeholder Group
• Work together to listen to the results of the parallel stakeholder meetings and iterate until there is
community, trust, and the formation of shared language (via the re-framing process, development of

7

https://web.archive.org/web/20160909093830/http://blueoxen.com/wiki/Squirm_Test
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the field guides and simple sense-making activities) along with a clear sense that it is time to move to
Phase Two.

Phase One: Key Performance Indicators
• The number of stakeholders that are interested in being engaged with the process
• The number of stakeholders who after participating in a event sponsored by the organization 1) would
return to participate again 2) would recommend to another person or organization to participate, and
3) who sign up to be involved in the future
• Participants positive reactions to the gatherings both on a human and organization level, that is, they
got more out of it then they put in
• The quality of the outputs from the process.
• Measures of shared understanding by administering the Squirm Test to the core stakeholder group
• Creation of collective plans to achieve small, doable things, focus on achieving those goals, succeed
and build trust in stakeholders ability to work together.
• The number of Field Guides published , the number of entries within them, and the number of
stakeholders that contributed to those entries.
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INTERLUDE A - ALIGNMENT
Alignment
One of the most frustrating things in my involvement in government efforts around large complex
problems is the use of the word “consensus” to describe the desired goal of the effort and the desire to
have industry (That is everyone but government) in agreement on what to do.
In a large complex society, you won't get consensus when solving large complex issues. You just won't.
So, setting consensus as a goal is setting the effort up for failure.
You can, perhaps, achieve consensus in narrow sub-groups that have much in common. You can use
consensus to describe the process that standards-setting bodies use to create working code and
standards for small, narrowly scoped problems. It is, however, impossible to find consensus amongst a
indefinitely large body of stakeholders, using an method like Roberts Rules of Order which was not
designed to achieve it. You will most definately fail.
You can achieve alignment. In the group The Group Works Deck8 there is a card Moving Towards
Alignment defined this way this way "To act
jointly, we journey from disparate places to a
coherent, collective sense of what is real,
what we desire, and what we will do to
accomplish it. Group alignment emerges
through conversations that generate shared
stories, understandings, and decisions."
Consensus as a goal can be confused for a
facilitation method with the same name. If you
went to other professional facilitators and
asked them what is consensus? They would
say it is a method or a process. One that is
best used with small, close knit groups, that
have known each other for a long time, that
are relatively homogenous, that have the
collective skill to resolve conflict. Tree Bresen
is a master facilitator with extensive
experience with the consensus process. She
has a flow chart that explains the process. If
you are considering using consensus
consider that suggesting it as a goal or
method means following the process as
outlined by Bresen, or one very similar to it. If
you don't want to do the process outlined in
this diagram - do not use the word consensus
at any time to describe the effort.

8

Group Works Deck - http://www.groupworks.org
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PHASE TWO: REFLECTION AND GENERATIVE
CONVERSATIONS
Moving out of Phase One into Phase Two people are getting to know each other across the very different
stakeholder types. They are beginning to understand one another’s needs, interests and perspectives.
They actually are meaningfully communicating, not talking past one another but actually understanding
one another and some shared vocabulary is emerging.Shared understandings of the system are also
beginning to form.
Phase Two focuses on Relationships and Community, Mapping and Collective Insight & Action
Processes to lay the ground work for intervention through the system collective action that happens in
Phase Three. Activities in this phase will be coordinated by the Core Stakeholder group by creating
Limited Time Purposeful Working Groups. These efforts will be supported by Community Managers
who help facilitate stakeholder engagement for the duration of the group.
The emphasis on the development of community connections and nourishment is intended to foster the
development of feedback loops amongst the actors in the system, enabling the system to be connected
enough to sense what is happening within it. This will enable actually learning to happen within the
system and enable collective responses that are intelligent. This is in contrast to all actors being isolated
and making decisions about how they should respond alone because they are lacking connection and
community with others in the system.
Both the Cynefin Framework and Action Spectrum model probing a system to sense what is happening
and to respond to it.This is key to actually be able to co-create change in complex systems.
Whilst, this Phase might seem too focused on sense-making and community, it is worth saying again the
process of developing the strategy is part of the action of making change at a systems level.
One way to look this is a map of Emergent Change System Strategies put forward by Steve Waddell. It
has two axises Creation to Destruction and then Confrontation to Collaboration. This effort seeks to CoCreate change in the Creation-Collaboration Quadrant.

Limited Time Purposeful Working Groups
What should be done and how? At the end of Phase One the formation of a Core Stakeholder Group is
discussed. By the time Phase Two has begun it should be functioning. Leadership in complex adaptive
system is to see patterns and to use those patterns to understand goals and shape next steps. That is
what this group does. The goal at this stage is to cultivate a network that has capacity not just to share
information but also to act together rather than seeking to form “an organization”. So the question that
arises is how do you actually organize activity in a distributed networked organization of volunteer
stakeholders. One of the default ways that people organize in groups is to create committees on this or
that ongoing topic or subject. I strongly recommend against this type of organizing because it expects
volunteers to be endlessly engaged. Volunteers in this type of effort what to contribute meaningfully to
meaningful work that is scoped well.
I suggest that the Government Team and Core Stakeholder Group define and identify projects and tasks
that need to be worked on. These must be scoped out with an arch of participation and engagement.
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Then stakeholders can commit to a narrowly-scoped but real project that has a clear purpose within the
overall effort. The Community Managers work to support the participation
Once complete the working group would disband and participants' energy can go on to other efforts. It
will also limit the power of those who are volunteers to the project, but paid by large corporations with a
large stake in the outcome. It is important that these groups start off with small reasonably scoped tasks
that have a very high probably for success. At this scale planning is a good thing to do in order
accomplish the goal. When functioning well these groups will grow the strength of the networked
organization to actually work together and lay the groundwork for more substantive action in Phase
Three.

Nourish Relationships and Community
Why focus on relationships and community building? Without these elements, you cannot effectively
work together. If no one knows each other or if they don't have positive relationships they can't their
accomplish goals.

Community Management to Connect & Nourish
Connecting and Nourishing relationships underly all activity in this phase around Mapping and Illuminating
which lay the ground work for structures that support collective action. Community Managers do this and
are mentioned in Phase One. This organizational role is so critical that it makes sense to go into a bit
more depth because of the essential nature of this function.
Community from wikipedia: A community is a social unit of any size that shares common values.
Although embodied or face-to-face communities are usually small, larger or more extended
communities such as a national community, international community and virtual community are
also studied.
In human communities, intent, belief, resources, preferences, needs, risks, and a number of other
conditions may be present and common, affecting the identity of the participants and their degree
of cohesiveness.
To weave a meta-community out of a community of many communities is a critical step. This happens
when those leading the effort support the different people from different stakeholder groups speaking to
one another in meaningful dialogue that supports their learning about different perspectives. This process
starts in Phase One and ramps up even more in Phase Two.
If this type of community process is designed well by a professional community managers, organizational
development consultants, and collaboration professionals. It is not done for its own sake, but is coproduced or a byproduct of accomplishing meaningful work at the same time.
This report has covered shared vocabulary. A shared language can form the basis of a community that
can collaborate in a high-performance way. An effort like this requires high performance collaboration
across a range of stakeholders and a range of communities. The practice of community management is
about the social practices focused on the emotional life and well-being of people and the emotional life
and wellbeing of the overall community.
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If you have an organization that is doing outreach and when those reached out to contact the
organization leading the effort only to discover that no one is there to receive them, what is the point of
investing in more messaging and outreach? Think about your volunteers:
How are they welcomed?
How are they oriented about to how to participate?
Who is there to acknowledge them and their contribution?
How are those who are not typical participants in an effort like this proactively welcomed and
specifically encouraged to engage?
• How are the community processes and collaboration practices to welcome volunteers and their
contributions?
• How does the organization track what volunteers say they will do? How does the organization
remind them to follow through with the contribution they offered?
This small social tracking of offers and seeking to proactively receive them can make a huge difference in
community engagement. The way this happens is by proactively tracking and engaging existing and
potential stakeholders by professional community managers. It is important to remember that when
people are not getting paid, when they are volunteers contributing to this effort, their only reward is
coming from this type of social interaction to feel that one's work is valued and has a place. If their
participation is seen and valued, they are more likely to contribute.
•
•
•
•

Having clearly-scoped community goals and outcomes with clear pathways to contribute in small but
meaningful ways is also critical to successful volunteer-driven professional work environments. Good
community mangers know how to help design these and solicit the work needed to make them
successful.
All of this is emotionally intensive and engaging work, and if it is to be done well with an effort this size, in
the beginning there needs to be at least two full time staff and a budget to grow as the number of
stakeholders increases. There also needs to be ongoing learning and training in community building and
engagement for those who are on the government team, those that are part of the core stakeholder
group, and those who become active in the stakeholder network local or regional level.
If one was to archetypically define this type of work it is "feminine" and focused on supporting the overall
health and well-being of individuals and the whole. In our general culture and in technical communities,
this work is often taken for granted and may be not seen or noticed. It sometimes is also not supported
or resourced with a funded staff position, that can't be the case in this effort.
Expecting volunteers to expend the level of emotional work required for growing and maintaining a
thriving community beyond a short period of time is not reasonable. However, without this work,
communities either don't cohere or can fall apart because no one is paying attention to and actively
nourishing the human aspect of the effort.
It will be the case the some of the stakeholders you seek to be involve are easily swayed to participate
and others need more engagement to get even a small amount of participation. This variability in
participation can be tracked by and addressed in a proactive manner by community managers.
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Mapping
An ecosystem is a biological environment consisting of all the organisms living in a particular area, as well as
all the nonliving, physical components of the environment with which the organisms interact, such as air, soil,
water and sunlight9 .
This definition reminds us when thinking about identity ecosystems we are in a broad landscape. It goes
beyond the identities of people and devices to the contexts in which they operate and interact, the
network, and indeed the wider world. When discussing a person's digital identity, remember that they are
each biological beings living in complex socially constructed10 systems composed of groups,
organizations and businesses and embedded in a larger context, the biosphere surrounding the planet
Earth.
Making sense of ecosystems with the use of prose or complex spread sheets or databases doesn't work
very well, and it doesn't support diverse stakeholders making sense of the system they are in together.
There are many better ways to map systems. This section will cover some options for mapping.
Maps can collectively answer questions like:
• What organisms (actors with what roles) are in the ecosystem?
• How do they interact?
• What are the inherent tensions that need to be managed for the ecosystem to thrive?
By mapping we are seeking to co-create visual explanations with diagrams and tables supported by a
modest number of words. This type of mapping says Steve Waddell:
"makes an enormous contribution to strategy enhancing the collective impact in a complex system.
Mappings greatest strength is its ability to create good conversations amongst stakeholders to
understand a system; its greats danger is the ease with which people can think of it being reality,
rather them simply one representation of it. Mapping:
• Builds a common understanding of the system that is the objective of change, ensuring people
are talking about the same thing;
• Develops an understanding of how particular organizations, concepts, activity, program or action
"fits" in terms of prioritizing and crafting actions;
• Identifies important leverage points to enhance collective action by addressing gaps, potential
synergies, blockages and redundancy."11
There is also the opportunity at this stage to support existing "ecosystems" focused on particularly
industries or sectors to create maps about how identity systems work across the range of actors in their
systems. This could include the government sector, financial sector, health care sector, education (K-12,

9

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecosystem (accessed July 17, 2011)

Social Constructionism: Individuals and groups participate in the construction of their perceived social reality. It involves
looking at the ways social phenomena are created, institutionalized, known, and made into tradition by humans. The social
construction of reality is an ongoing, dynamic process that is (and must be) reproduced by people acting on their
interpretations and their knowledge of it. Because social constructs as facets of reality and objects of knowledge are not
"given" by nature, they must be constantly maintained and re-affirmed in order to persist. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Social_constructionism
10

11

Steven Waddell Change for the Audacious, a doers guide: Large Systems Change for a Flourishing Future. page 161
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Higher Education and Research) any number of critical infrastructure areas. These sector specific maps
can be shared and compared with each other.
Maps can be generated by experts. But generally, mapping is a great participatory collaborative activity
undertaken by people working face-to-face on an issue, supported by experts. It helps building a
common understanding of "what is" through discussion from individuals' perspectives about the current
state of the change system. All mapping includes:
•
•
•
•

Purpose of the system being mapped, such as food production or ideas relevant to climate
change;
Boundaries, which decide what organizations/people/roles/concepts to include and exclude;
Relationships between concepts, organizations or people, defined by exchanges or linkages and
Nodes, which are the unit of focus, such as an activity, individual organization, role or concepts.12

It is essential to emphasize that the process of creating the map and the fact
that the communities co-create them is as important as the resulting contents
of the maps.
If a sufficiently broad range of stakeholders is present when creating these types of community and
sense making maps - then those from stakeholder groups that were involved can see themselves in the
co-creation of the maps and it forms the basis of a common place to take action together to change the
system. This is a chart that Steve Waddell to help understand the various various types of mapping13:
Method

Map Focus

Core Output

Societal Change System Mapping

Change initiatives

Concept Mapping

Concepts

Map issue change system in terms of key subsystems
and functions
Map relationship between ideas

Managing for Analysis Clarity

Theories of Change

Map integrating change theories within issue arena

SenseMaker

Stories

Map beliefs in terms of relative strength

Social Network Analysis

Relationship Structure

Map individuals’/organizations’ relationships

System Dynamics

System forces

Map stocks and flows with organizations and activities

Value Network Analysis

Value creation

Map relationship between roles and exchanges

Web Crawl

Virtual reality

Map virtual relationships and list websites

So what types of maps should be created? When the time comes in this Phase to create maps it will be
up to the Government Team and Core Stakeholder group need to work together to determine what
knowledge is needed most to move the systems-level understanding along. The Important Large Scale
Change Mapping Methods is a great starting point for understanding different mapping options.
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Benefits of Mapping
There is a range of mapping methods and practices. I regularly work with communities and create ways
they can work together with 30-200 people to co-create a map relevant to the work they are collectively
trying to accomplish.
When thinking about how one could engage at a systems level two methods stick out as particularly
helpful in addressing the challenges that identity presents: its complexity, the number of actors involved
and its inherent paradoxes. These methods are Value Network Mapping and Analysis and Polarity
Management.
Value Network Mapping and Analysis addresses these kinds of questions:
• How do the systems that are envisioned to work together in a broader ecosystem actually work
today?
• What are the roles in these systems?
• How does value flow between roles in the system?
• Do these roles and value flows look very different in different industry sectors?
• What would be needed to make non-interoperable systems more interoperable?
• Is the picture of value flow in a larger, more interoperable ecosystem sustainable ?
• Do all the parts in a new imagined ecosystem have enough resources to function well?
Polarity Management addresses these kinds of questions:
• What are the inherent tensions present when doing identity management for people and
organizations?
• How are these tensions managed today and how could they be effectively managed on a systems
level within an larger system?
These two methods are complementary because early warning signs, defined in the value network
mapping process, for the down side of polarities can be identified for particular roles in the ecosystem.
Steps for particular roles can be anticipated and put into action when particular warning signs emerge in
other roles.
Stakeholders with seemingly opposing points of view or with very different emphasis of what is important
can see how their perspectives fit with others. They can also come a shared understanding of overall
ecosystem health and work together to maintain it.
These two mapping methods support effective dialogues that don't go in circles but actually get to
conversations about system needs from the perspectives of various stakeholders. Shared understanding
with the maps as a common ground mean that stakeholders with very different perspectives can agree
on key pulse points to measure to see if systems are working in balance.
Another thing that is good about this process is that the outputs published on the web create a level of
systems accountability and increase the likelihood of earning legitimacy. More information about how to
do each of these methods is found in the resource guide.
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Collective Insight & Action Processes
The next question in Phase Two is how do we figure out what collective action should be taken? The
good news is that there is a wealth of different process methods for tapping into the collective wisdom of
a group and to make good decisions. Hint- none of them are rooted in the one formal process that
everyone seems to know - Roberts Rules of Order. In fact I recommend that it never be used as a way to
organize complex multi-stakeholder efforts. The rules are based on parliamentary process invented over
200 years ago and does not hold or deal with complexity or complex adaptive systems well. There is an
resource guide section that compares Roberts Rules of Order with two other methods Dynamic
Facilitation and Consensus. Please read it before making a choice to adopt this method anywhere.
The good news is that there is a wealth of different process methods for tapping into the collective
wisdom of a group and to make good decisions. The Social Transformation Project has a great tool
called the Fabulous POP Model14.

Purpose: Why? Why are we undertaking this? What is the purpose?
Outcomes: What are the specific outcomes we want to accomplish as a result of this action?
Process: What steps will we take to achieve these outcomes and fulfill the purpose?
Further elaboration of each step is outlined in the seven-page document.
This framework for thinking about why we are doing something, what the outcomes we are looking for
are and the process can be used from the very first meetings by the government team seeking to engage
with identity systems. It can continue to be used as leadership for the effort shifts to the Core
Stakeholder Group. It should be noted that there can be layered purposes and outcomes. So, when
choosing to do a mapping process in distributed meetings one purpose is the generation of the maps
themselves, and another purpose is to support engagement of stakeholders with each other.
A purpose for doing synthesis of the outcomes of all the meetings is to enable those who participate to
feel heard and feel like they contributed to something bigger then themselves.
Clearly just mapping isn't enough of a process to figure out what those keen on improving identity
system should do, but it gives a good shared starting point for more in depth conversations. This next
section will outline methods and options for having those more in depth conversations and collective
action.
Dave Waddell15 has a chart that highlights some of the key methods and contextualizes them together.
Systems Mapping is at the top of the list. Notice that different types of tools enable the accomplishment
of different Purposes. Some of these are described in the Resource Guide.

14
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Tool Category

Purpose

Examples (illustrative, not comprehensive)

Systems
Mapping

Develop an understanding of Social Network Analysis * System Dynamic Analysis Value
Network Analysis * Strategic Clarity Analysis Systemic
the change system and its
Change Matrix * Web Crawls * SenseMaker
dynamics

Foresights,
Scenarios

Create alternative views of
timeless and possibilities

Trend Projection * Problem-Focused Scenarios
Actor Centric Scenarios * Reflexive Interventionist/ Multi
Agent-based Scenarios

Intra-Meeting
Processes

Generative dialogue,
honoring differences/
commonalities

Process Facilitation * World Cafe * Open Space
Charrettes * Wisdom Circles
21st Century Town Meetings

Collective
Action
Processes

Develop action that
transcends differences

Future Search * Consensus Conferences
Sustained Dialogues * Appreciative Inquiry
National Issue Forums * Public Conversations
Theory U * Rapid Cycle Prototyping

Social Media

Connect large numbers of
people and organizations

Avaaz * U-Tube * Twitter
Kickstarter * Razoo

Learning
Processes

Invent and Build capacity

Action Research/Inquiry/Science * Learning Histories
Learning Journeys * After Action Reviews

Assessment
Processes

Developmental Evaluation * Outcome Mapping
Understand how to do better Other Mapping

Visual Analytics
Big Data Collection Understand the change field

* Crowdfunding * Facebook

Analysis of spatial relationships * text and concepts * time/
trends * objects’ relationships

The POP series of questions above should be asked about all of the activities of this effort. There will be
more than one process that one can choose for certain outcomes to fulfill certain purposes. To create
public legitimacy, have stakeholder legitimacy, and create good results for the system one needs to use a
whole range of deliberative processes. All of them have large communities of practice using them around
the world both within the corporate and government sectors. One should not think that they are
unproven or unknown. The next section will help us to understand more about these deliberative and
change system processes.

Understanding Deliberative Processes
One of my long-time intellectual peers seeking ways to create greater co-intelligence is Tom Atlee. In
2007 I worked with him to break down the methods that he was most inspired by and wrote about in his
book The Tao of Democracy. These are Citizen's Jury's Consensus Conferences, Wisdom Councils.
Each method is different, but the overall steps are the same. We looked at how each of these processes
that were developed in the face-to-face world might be complemented with online. This chart can be
found in the resource guide. This was work we did over 10 years ago, so the digital tools examples
should be updated. I am sharing this here because I think when working towards systems-level solutions
we need to be tracking our processes and ensuring that each one of the steps aligns with what I have
outlined.
Phase One
Picking an Issue
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Framing the Issue
Phase Two
Selecting Deliberators: This is would be from known/self-identified and novel stakeholders +
potentially the general public
Information and Expertise: This is an ongoing activity done by collection and dissemination by
those in the sense-making or librarian roles. It would also involve curating this for a specialized
gathering where deliberation would happen.
Phase Two & Three
Deliberations: Wrestling with figuring out what is needed in the system and how to move ahead
with this action
Decision-Making: Moving ahead with making a decision about what to do and how proceed with
next actions in the system The complexity of issues to be denied and decisions to be made will
increase in time as the capacity (community & trust) of the system grows.
Phase Three
Dissemination and Impact: As changes are made in the systems and the changes co-here and
take effect their will be impacts in the real world.
The Resource Guide has a longer discussion about what methods one should use for different goals
during different purposes in different phases.
The Resource Guide has a longer discussion about how to consider dimensions of openness and
dimensional cost trade offs.

SenseMaking and Organizing Information
There is another critical role that must be in place and actively working heading into Phase Two this is the
role of both sense making and supporting the organizing and finding of information within the network/
community of stakeholders.
I would describe this as a librarian whose job it is to organize inputs - information submitted to the
organization by stakeholders and outputs by various meetings and activities of the effort. They also are
tracking things that need sense-making that is summation and synthesizing so that the effort isn't
burdened by piles of incompressible yet "open" information but rather there is a clear sense of what
happened when and where and what it means. This role is complementary to community management
activity but different. Their goal is to connect people to information and to nourish the development of
these informational resources to best serve stakeholders and the process overall. Both of theses roles
are complemented by communications professionals whose job it is to regularly communicate about the
ongoing activity to stakeholders and to a wider public.

Phase Two: Summary
Phase One was focused on getting clear on the issues, and getting a community of stakeholders to
engage with each other while working together on solving the problems and laying the foundation for
them to continue to do so by creating the opportunity for a shared vocabulary to emerge.
Phase Two is all about deepening the collective understanding of the system and issues through work
the stakeholders do together to figure this out. These efforts are led by the core stakeholder group and
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the government but the main "action" of figuring things out is done by a wide spectrum of stakeholders
who engage in multiple ways (to ensure a diversity of participants and ideas).
Phase Two will reach its conclusion when there is a clear collectively developed picture of the system
and issues within it and there is a will to move forward in action together amongst various groups of
stakeholder. - Stakeholders may form new groups who will articulate action and seek to test innovations
out on the system. It is critical to remain aware that in a complex adaptive system there are no
“answers". One can only probe the system, try something out, and see how it responds and then adjust
accordingly.
Key Personnel
• Community Mangers will continue active engagement with stakeholders with an ongoing focus on
ensuring novel stakeholders remain involved and new ones are supported in joining the process.
• Sense Making Professionals go into high gear making sure that activities of the organization are
"made sense of" that is synthesized, and summarized with visuals drawn, video's edited and
podcasts composed with highlights.
• Librarian personal are organizing the outputs of the community and working to support finding
relevant information for all involved.
Government Team
Continues to play a key role in leading the effort overall, supporting convening and mapping, moving
closer to the goal of coherence in the network of stakeholders. As this phase nears an end the
government team gets clear on its role - what it needs to do to support Systems change. The exact
structure of of this can not be known at the time of writing of this report - it will emerge from the process.
Government Team and Core Stakeholder Group
In Phase Two they work together to shape the activities for Collective Insight and Mapping with the goal
of getting a very clear picture of the identity systems as they are and supporting the emergence of better
outcomes in the future - including getting clear on missing pieces.

Phase Two: Key Performance Indicators
• The Number of maps generated by distributed multi-stakeholder groups
• Number of maps synthesized from these diverse maps
• The number of stakeholders who look at the synthesized maps and report that they reflect their
contributions. .
• Number of stakeholders participating in the distributed meetings
• Measures of the positive engagement with the process (wanting to participate again, wanting to invite
others).
• The positive energy level of the core stakeholders Measure of the diversity of people engaged in
stakeholder groups.
• Possibly something around the perceived legitimacy of the active stakeholder groups involved in
core-stakeholder community. Possibly a poll showing that the larger population of stakeholders (or
maybe even public) has confidence in, or least affirms that the core-stakeholder group reflects them
and their concerns. This could be tracked over time.
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• Measure increased understanding of the complexity of identity among stakeholders who have joined
groups
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PHASE THREE: CO-CREATING THE FUTURE
It will be very tempting to leap to Phase Three because during this phase the collaborative work by
stakeholders is more apparent. . However, it is important to remember that growing and nurturing a
community and of creating a shared understanding of the system in Phase One is also key to success.
Without this basic collaborative infrastructure, none of the things traditionally perceived as “doing work”
can be accomplished in Phase Three. Phase Two lays the foundation for strong collaborative buy-in to
take action together. Phases One and Two both involve active work, a focused weaving nurturing a
fabric of understanding, both among stakeholders and fields they work in.
By this point, the Core stakeholder group and the government leaders should be working well together.
Phase Two is complete when there are clear maps of the overall systems that need to be engaged, along
with conversations about what is not working or missing or how systems could be made better in the
future.
Phase Three continues both community management and development from the work in Phase One and
Two. It will include active sense making and re-mapping, as well as new mapping activity and adding
new things to the field guide. The people and organizations will form a rich network of feedback loops
that allow people to be responsive and participants to collectively nurture the system to create beneficial
outcomes. Cultivating the ability to actively listen to the system and to take action within it will be the
focus of this phase.
The overall organization with the core stakeholder group and government leaders should be actively
responsive and take action together. The various methods in the Collective Insight and Action section of
Phase Two will also be useful in this phase. Leaders should continue to apply the POP Model to
activities: have clear purposes for action, clear desired outcomes, and processes to achieve those goals
that are as open and inclusive as possible, while remaining efficient and cost effective.
Phase Three involves coordinated collective action to address these challenges and evolve the system to
the next level. It is critical to remember, however, that this is not about planning and forming committees
using organizational methods that are over two hundred years old.
The Limited Time Purposeful Working Group with clear action goals gets its work done and then
disbands. It will be a key instrument of action in this phase. The reason for this type of structure is to
support a range of actions that get a broad selection of stakeholders engaged, use community managers
to track action tasks and to create a clear sense of accomplishment. It avoids committee leaders
entrenching themselves and having fiefdoms of knowledge or control of whole swaths of activity. It also
avoids limiting engagement to those with the ability to commit indefinitely to weekly meetings.
Committees over-empower paid volunteers from large corporations who can afford to devote endless
attention to the project.
Figuring out how to think about and how to manage change in complex systems isn't easy. This report
covers a lot of ground to support the federal government leadership in doing so. The community that
developed Polarity Management also developed a model for complex change called Real Time Strategic
Change that likely will be helpful when considering action taking in Phase Three and is contained in the
Resource Guide that accompanies this long report.
In Phase Two we outlined a range of processes for sense making, collective insight, and action. These
processes can also be used for sense making in Phase Three.
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As activity in Phase Three unfolds there will be questions about what structures are best to use for action
and activity. I outline two organizational forms that make sense for the project to adopt during this
Phase. One is the Social Innovation Lab, and the other is the Global Action Network. It would be up
to the Core Stakeholder Group, with input from the broader stakeholder community, to determine what to
do when the time comes. Making plans now to do this in eighteen months or three years' time makes no
sense. Knowing about these structures and keeping in mind how they might be appropriate for the
ongoing work does.
Public trust and legitimacy can be achieved with open, transparent activity throughout Phases One, Two,
and Three; however, there is no replacement for getting active meaningful participation from panels of
randomly selected and/or representative samples of the public who can contribute to the development
of identity technology and policy. Three potential process could do this. Two of them, Citizen Juries and
Citizen Panels both involve small groups of citizens that could involve the wider public in a conversation.
A process called “preferred futuring" is explored.
To close Phase Three it is important to touch on both governance: how these systems are governed but
also how these governance systems adapt to the changing environment over time.

Limited-Time Working Groups
Limited Time Working Groups should be active and co-creating and evolving identity systems. It is worth
highlighting that these short-term working groups can and in fact must make plans to accomplish their
goals. This type of planning is different from long-term planning, setting forth all steps that must be taken
to reach some predetermined outcome. Limited-Time Working Groups generally last from several weeks
to at most six months. They leverage the community managers' relationships with stakeholders to invite
and include them to contribute, along with supporting active tracking and rewarding of the work done.
In the beginning of Phase Three, one has several models of the system and some clarity about what the
issues are and what areas one might want to take action to solve problems. There will be a strong
community of diverse stakeholders, who will be sharing information with one another with the support
and help of community management, librarian, sense-making, and communications staffs. There will be a
a common will to move forward together. This is when you know it is time to support a shift to action
taking. The groups will have momentum and energy will naturally move from various clusters and groups
of stakeholders to take action. Everyone doesn't have to be aligned and do the same thing but there
needs to be coherence in what action will be taken. Action happens in this phase, but it is essential to
continue the practices of systems sense-making and listening to actors within the system as changes
ripple out. With the fabric of relationships that have formed in the earlier phases ,this process should be
relatively easy.
It may be that some stakeholders want to work on creating a so-called trust framework within a specific
industry or between two different industries (that already have their own frameworks) to support steps
towards more interoperability. They would have in Phase Two identified that there was a bottleneck in
exchanging information about people within a system and wanted to work together to attempt to solve
this problem. We cannot know or predict precisely what type of action will make sense. Other challenges
or issues that might be identified are: missing technical protocols that need to be developed, new userinterface research to help simplify steps, and more.
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Mid-Phase One is too early to decide what to do. It is critical that the challenges with which stakeholders
want to engage surface during Phase Two. The government can actively contribute the things it sees as
challenges in these Phases, and it will be critical to involve various key government stakeholders,
because if some drop out work needs to be done to re-engage them. If stakeholders see the challenges
together they will have a sense of ownership of the solutions.
Just like in Phase Two, the practice of forming limited working groups to take action together will be the
centerpiece of action in Phase Three. Many stakeholder groups work together to take action based on
collective learning and understanding about the systems, issues within the system, and visioning of how
the system could be in the future. There will likely be some seemingly obvious things to try that the core
stakeholder group and government team can name and organize stakeholders around. Again, these
groups should have a clear purpose, a definition of what success looks like, they should be reporting
back to the core stakeholder and government team on progress, and the staff of the organization should
be seeking to get feedback about how the changes in the system are impacting its users.
There should also be the flexibility to support self-organized stakeholder groups who were active in the
Phase Two in taking on their own activities. These actions might be different from what the corestakeholder group and government teams focuses on, but nonetheless should be supported with
information sharing with other groups.

Processes for Phase Three
What Type of Action
What type of action does it make sense for the various action groups to take? Many different options
outlined in this report and the resource guide. To go beyond that you can also consult
The National Coalition for Dialogue and Deliberation Resource Guide http://ncdd.org/rc/item/4471.
The International Association of Facilitators, Public Participation Toolbox which articulates 50 different
methods for creating Public and Industry Engagement starting with sharing information, Techniques
Compile and Provide Feedback, Techniques to Bring People Together http://transformgov.org/
Documents/Document/Document/305431.
This framework developed by the IAPP and presented in the following way by the consultancy Inform in
their report People & Participation: How to put citizens at the heart of decision-making. It articulates a range
of engagement of the public from Inform to Empower. I hope that with the report so far that it is clear
there are pathways and tools build to Collaboration. Within the document they go in-depth describing a
number of methods and what they are good for.
Inform
Public participation goal: To provide the public with balanced and objective information to assist them in
understanding the problem, alternatives, opportunities and/or solutions
Consult
Public participation goal:To obtain public feedback on analysis, alternatives and/or decisions
Involve
Public participation goal:To work directly with the public throughout the process to ensure that public
concerns and aspirations are consistently understood and considered
Collaborate
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Public participation goal: To partner with the public in each aspect of the decision including the
development of alternatives and the identification of the preferred solution.
Empower
Public participation goal: To place final decision-making in the hands of the public

Social Innovation Labs
This is a structural form that supports network innovations within particular problem domains that are
wide in scope. There are currently hundreds of social labs operating around the world Social innovation
labs should have the following: * A deliberate intent to transform, as opposed to pushing for incremental
reform
The ability to take advantage of transitions, thresholds, and crises
The drive to be focused not just on inventing, but also on innovating
The focus to pay attention to cross-scale dynamics;
The capability to catalyze a range of potential innovations
The core organizing component of most labs is experiments made up of organizational participants.
Participating organization must commit time, and often money, to the lab. it is about stepping forward to
take collaborative action to advance commonly identified opportunities.
•
•
•
•

The structure focuses on supporting, rather than controlling, participants. Labs develop a pace of their
own. There is a general direction, rather than a detailed plan. A lab can be useful for supporting
stakeholders seeking to solve some of the complexities of identity system working together.
The theory and structure of labs draw on Whole Systems Processes and Design Labs and include the
co-Creation of Solutions, A specialized Physical Environment, Clear Process Design, and Expert
Facilitation and Un-Freezing. These are all sense-making processes where participants come together to
understand what is happening and why.
So, we have again we have found a systems-oriented model that touches on key aspects of proposed
steps in Phase One and Two.
Social Innovation Labs offer a model of how the government, or a group of governments, can support
action towards solve concrete problems that are in the grant phase and assist people in competition for
pilot money. One can start out with this approach; however, I think that given the broad nature of the
issue and the vast array of stakeholders it makes sense to consider this method after the groundwork on
which it is built is developed in Phase One and Two. It could be used to transform a critical issue or
problem identified in the sense-making work of Phase Two. Until there is more specific clarity on
challenges and issues faced by the , it is likely not wise to use this method.

Action Network
An action network is an inter-organizational, multi-stakeholder change network that emphasizes learning
and entrepreneurial action.
We use an action network to solve the identity challenges. My hope is that by the time we are getting
near the end of Phase Two the network of stakeholders will be eager to take action together because
they will know each other and the problems and challenges.
Dave Waddell defines action networks as having all of the following:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Multi-level...local, regional, and global
Entrepreneurial action learners...developing new tools, processes and relationships
Public goods producers...producing for public benefit
Diversity-embracing...collaborating across sectoral (business-government-civil society), linguistic,
ethnic, north-south and other boundaries
Interorganizational networks...individuals have a role, but organizations are the key participants;
neither hierarchy nor markets provide the principles, values or capacity
Systemic change agents...working on transformation, reform, and scaling up
Voluntary leaders make commitments to push the boundaries of enhancing environmental, social
and economic outcomes

5.
6.
7.

"They are an organizational innovation with the goal of addressing a complex challenge by weaving
together business, government and civil society resources and competencies"16
"The Action Network as a whole, aims to provide coherence in the change effort between all the tasks of
its participants. Completing tasks requires coordination among participating organizations to access their
distinctive competencies."17

Citizen Jury
The Citizen Jury is a comprehensive engagement process that allows decision makers and the public to
hear thoughtful input from an informed microcosm of the public. Using a citizen jury takes enormous
amounts of planning and a very clearly defined set of issues to bring to deliberation. The Citizens Jury
convenes diverse groups of citizens to study an issue deeply, discuss different perspectives on the issue,
and either recommend a course of action based on several potential approaches presented or craft their
own solutions to address the issue at hand.
What Is a Citizens Jury?
In a Citizens Jury project, a randomly selected and demographically balanced panel meets for three to
five days to carefully examine an issue of public significance. The jury of citizens, usually consisting of 15–
24 individuals, serves as a microcosm of the public. Jurors are paid a stipend to limit barriers to
participation and ensure diversity. They hear from a variety of expert witnesses and are able to deliberate
together on the issue. On the final day of moderated hearings, the members of the Citizens Jury produce
recommendations for decision makers and the public. Citizens Jury projects can be enhanced through
community organizing and extensive public outreach, including a dynamic web presence and media
coverage18 .
This method can help decide upon sensible technology and policy around these identity systems,
without it becoming capital P political or partisan. It is clear that people on both the left and the right of
the political spectrum have concerns about identity systems, and implementing something that will be
accepted across the spectrum is necessary for success. This method is potentially a fair way to make
choices about the system and have these choices be seen as legitimate.
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Citizen Panel
A Citizens' Reference Panel is a non-compulsory public jury regularly used in Canada to provide policy
advice to public and elected officials. These panels are generally convened by the government or a public
agency, and typically meet several times over a period of weeks or months to learn about, discuss, and
reach alignment on a contentious public issue19.
This method is one of three public engagement methods that the British Columbia government used
when seeking input into key policy and future technical operation aspects of their citizen services card.
The other two were an expert forum and an online survey that any citizen could participate in.
Twenty-six thousand letters were sent to citizens across the province inviting them to be part of the
panel. Based on the responses, 36 people were selected and brought to Vancouver for two weekends,
where they were shown the technology and what could be done with it, and then asked about their
opinions and concerns20 .
Citizens' Reference Panels have anywhere from 24-54 members, with equal numbers of men and
women, while matching the age profile of the region or jurisdiction they represent.
Members of a Citizens' Reference Panel are randomly invited and selected during a civic lottery process.
They are considered volunteers and with the exception of reimbursements for travel, they receive no
financial compensation for their time. The time each citizen volunteers to the panel is considered to be a
public service, much like jury duty.

Meta Governance
The final thing to consider in Phase Three one could call Meta-Governance. Quite a bit of the action in
Phase Three is centered around creating systems and innovating agreements and new institutions or
new functions taken on by existing institutions. These new institutions will involve creating rules for how
things function. With the fast pace of technological and systems change one also has to consider the
processes, tools, and systems for developing new rules that have continued accountability both to those
active within the system and to a broad general public.

Measuring Success
Phase Three is about acting upon what is learned in Phase Two. We know Phase Three is a success
because the stakeholder engagement and desire to work together remains high. A culture of highperformance collaboration is the norm, so as glitches and problems occur they will be solved in ways
that continue to build trust and goodwill throughout the system.
One cannot look into the future and predict what success will look like. The systems we engage are
complex and the processes adopted in all three phases are emergent. If Phase Three is successful we
will know what it feels like because people will be enthusiastic about the technologies and underlying
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British Columbia's Services Card May Connect Citizens to Multiple Gov Services in the Future http://www.govtech.com/
health/British-Columbias-Services-Card-May-Connect-Citizens-to-Multiple-Gov-Services-in-the-Future.html
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policy frameworks. They will feel like these things enhance their lives. In addition, businesses will be
better able to work together.

Phase Three: Summary
Key Personnel
• Community Mangers continue active engagement with stakeholders, ensuring that stakeholders who
are keen on contributing are connected to Limited Time Working Groups that will value their
contributions. Community Mangers also take active roles within Limited Time Working Groups
tracking commitments and deliverables. Even though we are in Phase Three they must continue to
give extra attention to new stakeholder involvement and support.
•

Sense-making and Communications professionals support stakeholders working together in Limited
Time Working Groups.

•

Communications professionals support the ongoing information sharing amongst the groups doing
work, the broader stakeholder community, and the wider public.

Government Team
• The government team actively participates in relevant Limited Time Working Groups.
Government Team and Core Stakeholder Group
• This group supports coherence across activity.
Other Government Action
In this phase the specifics of what government should do becomes clearer. At this point, the government
should take direction from what the Working Groups and system needs indicate:
• Legislation to be passed to support emerging systems
• Changes to existing regulations to support emerging systems.

Phase Three: KPI
• The number of engaged stakeholders has continued to increase
• The engaged stakeholder community is more diverse
• The community of stakeholders includes a range of international actors (companies, other
governments, citizen advocacy groups)
• The majority of stakeholders in any given category that were involved in Phase 2 have stayed involved
in Phase 3
• Limited Time Working Groups accomplish their goals with reasonable frequency
• Limited Time Working Groups accomplish their goals within the time limits they set out
• Measures of the positive engagement with the process are high
• The diverse groups of stakeholders in the community develop creative solutions to challenges that
had in the past limited the functionality of the system
• The general public believes that their privacy is enhanced and protected by the systems that are being
developed and solutions being implemented
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• Vulnerable populations have their privacy and control over personal data enhanced
• Citizen Advocacy Groups who had been critical of government actions and policies related to identity
are participating or acknowledging resulting systems improvements
• The frequency and scope of identity hacking incidents is significantly reduced
• The use of forged identities by criminals and terrorist groups is technically more difficult; thus, there
are fewer successful attempts to use forged and synthetic identities
• Diverse collaborators across academic disciplines and from different countries are able to engage in
trusted online collaboration
• There is a reduction in both fake news and fake science because it is easier to trace sources and fact
check
• Systems Maps developed in Phase Two are used to develop metrics at critical nodes to measure
system health and functioning
• Systems problem solving networks emerge and trust amongst those running these systems is high
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CONCLUSION
This report begins by making the case for taking a complex view of the problem of identity systems and
within that framework r ways to catalyze improvements. It then outlines a three-phase approach to
achieve this goal.
Phase One begins with naming the challenges and issues. It requires the engagement of a stakeholder
community that is identified and invited to reframe the named identity issue(s). There is some initial
sense-making activity to develop a field guide for key identity processes, terms and technologies. By the
end of Phase One a core-stakeholder community is in place and is co-creating with the Government
Team the activities in Phase Two.
Phase Two deepens the practice of community management and begins more intensive sense-making
activity by mapping existing systems, visioning future systems, and supporting collective insight and
action by the stakeholders. Limited Time Purposeful Working Groups begin to form to take on collective
action and share the results publicly, while coordinating with the Core-Stakeholder and Government
Team.
The effort will move into Phase Three when there is alignment across the stakeholder community around
action that they want to take together. Limited Duration Working Groups offer a form for action. There are
several different working models that are appropriate for this phase.

Concluding Cautions
It is important to name two negative patterns that could arise and persist over the course of an overall
effort and , if not corrected, will lead to failure. The first is seeking agreement, or alignment or consensus
via exclusion. This dynamic can emerge subconsciously and then be inadvertently enabled by the
leadership of a group. If allowed to take hold, the community will become toxic and even non-excluded
stakeholders might defect. It is critical that the leadership of the government team and core-stakeholder
communities seek to welcome healthy disagreement and conflict and create space to hear out and learn
from those who raise objections as they likely bring a voice and perspective that needs to be included
for long-term success of the overall system.
The second is to succumb to the temptation to pre-determine the outcomes of this process and to
respond to industry requests to know what will happen. Some industry participants will demand to know
the likely result before they choose to participate. In a complex system, one cannot predict the end. What
we can do is include early on a relationship with a community manager, a regular feed of information
about what is happening, clear ways to contribute and participate, and clear next steps, deliverables or
outcomes. This might not be the classically detailed preplanning that many will want, but it will provide
clarity.

The Growth Path
The Action Spectrum presented at the beginning of this report has three domains of action: control,
guide, and nurture. The more system leaders focus on nurturing the less direct control they will have, but
the greater the positive exponential change they can foster.
We need to nurture the conditions for the type of large-scale co-creation of the future outlined in Phase
Three to emerge. This can only happen if the effort passes the steps in Phase One seeing the larger
system and then building on that by doing Reflection and Generative Dialogue in Phase Two. Only then
can we expect exponential change in Phase Three.
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It will be critical to respect and manage the energy of all stakeholders throughout the process, tuning into
how they are feeling about how things are going. If their reaction to the process shifts negatively, it is a
sign that leadership needs to adjust how it is working and re-engage with stakeholders. Earlier efforts
failed to gain momentum and community growth, and in fact resulted in massive defection, because
they didn't take seriously the need to continuously engage the stakeholder community and respond to
their input.

What to do next?
Reflect on the report and gather more information that surfaces from reading it. Once there is clarity on
proceeding with this phased approach the first step is naming and figuring out how the government
wants to name the problem. It will be important to hire community managers and communication
specialist before the actual naming so they can engage with the stakeholder community in the very
earliest stages of the naming process. There are a number of ways to share information with the public
and industry. The best resource we have found for this is the International Association of Facilitators
Public Participation Toolbox. The ecosystem stakeholder map being developed by Kaliya Young will serve
as a comprehensive starting point for finding known and self-identified stakeholders. You will need to
expend effort to reach new stakeholders as early in the process as possible.

Final Thought
This report advocates a vision for making large and wide scale systemic change in identity systems. It
is possible to use the phased approach as outlined here to undertake the challenge of identity within a
particular subsystem or industry domain. One does not have to take on the entire domain of all identity to
implement what is outlined here. One does have to move systemically through the phases and cultivate
the collective capacity in whatever the scope or domain one chooses, in order to have effective collective
stakeholder action for positive change at a systems level.
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